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Abstract

Recently proposed neural-based machine
translation evaluation metrics, such as
COMET and BLEURT, exhibit much higher
correlations with human judgments than
traditional lexical overlap metrics. How-
ever, they require large models and are
computationally very costly, preventing
their application in scenarios where one
has to score thousands of translation hy-
potheses (e.g. outputs of multiple sys-
tems or different hypotheses of the same
system, as in minimum Bayes risk decod-
ing). In this paper, we introduce several
techniques, based on pruning and knowl-
edge distillation, to create more compact
and faster COMET versions—which we
dub COMETINHO. First, we show that
just by optimizing the code through the
use of caching and length batching we
can reduce inference time between 39%
and 65% when scoring multiple systems.
Second, we show that pruning COMET

can lead to a 21% model reduction with-
out affecting the model’s accuracy be-
yond 0.015 Kendall τ correlation. Finally,
we present DISTIL-COMET, a lightweight
distilled version that is 80% smaller and
2.128x faster while attaining a perfor-
mance close to the original model. Our
code is available at: https://github.
com/Unbabel/COMET
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1 Introduction

Traditional metrics for machine translation (MT)
evaluation rely on lexical similarity between a
given hypothesis and a reference translation. Met-
rics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
CHRF (Popović, 2015) remain popular due to ef-
ficient memory usage and fast computational per-
formance, even though several studies have shown
that they correlate poorly with human judgements,
specially for high quality MT (Ma et al., 2019;
Mathur et al., 2020a).

In contrast, neural fine-tuned metrics on top of
pre-trained models such as mBERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) (e.g
BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) and COMET (Rei et
al., 2020) have demonstrated significant improve-
ments in comparison to other metrics (Mathur et
al., 2020b; Kocmi et al., 2021; Freitag et al.,
2021b). The improvements made them good can-
didates for revisiting promising research directions
where the metric plays a more central role in can-
didate selection during decoding, such as N -best
reranking (Ng et al., 2019; Bhattacharyya et al.,
2021; Fernandes et al., 2022) and minimum Bayes
risk (MBR) decoding (Eikema and Aziz, 2021;
Müller and Sennrich, 2021). Nonetheless, the
complexity of such strategies using metrics based
on large transformer models can become impracti-
cal for a large set of MT hypotheses.

In this paper, we describe several experiments
that attempt to reduce COMET computational cost
and model size to make it more efficient at in-
ference. Our techniques are particularly useful in
settings where we have multiple translations from
different systems on the same source sentences.
Since the models are based on triplet encoders, we
will first analyse the impact of embedding caching
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Figure 1: Comparison between the vanilla COMET, COMET
with caching and length batching, PRUNE-COMET and
DISTIL-COMET. We report the average of 5 runs for each
model/metric for a varying number of systems. All experi-
ments were performed using the German→English WMT20
Newstest, with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 TIGPU
and a constant batch size of 16. For comparison we also
plot the runtime of BLEU in a Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-6850K CPU @ 3.60GHz.

and length batching. Then, we will try to fur-
ther reduce the computational cost by using weight
pruning and knowledge distillation. Our results
show that embedding caching and length batch-
ing alone can boost COMET performance 39.19%
when scoring one system and 65.44% when scor-
ing 8 systems over the same test set. Furthermore,
with knowledge distillation we are able to create a
model that is 80% smaller and 2.128x faster with a
performance close to the original model and above
strong baselines such as BERTSCORE and PRISM.
Figure 1 shows time differences for all proposed
methods when evaluating a varying number of sys-
tems.

2 Related Work

In the last couple of years, learned metrics such
as COMET (Rei et al., 2020) and BLEURT (Sel-
lam et al., 2020) proved to achieve high cor-
relations with human judgments (Mathur et al.,
2020b; Freitag et al., 2021a; Kocmi et al., 2021).
They are cast as a regression problem and cap-
ture the semantic similarity between the translated
text and a reference text, going beyond the sim-
ple surface/lexical similarities—the base of popu-
lar metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
CHRF (Popović, 2015). The fact that COMET and
BLEURT metrics leverage large pre-trained multi-
lingual models was a huge turning point. By using
contextual embeddings trained on a different task,

researchers were able to overcome the scarcity of
data in MT evaluation (as well as in other tasks in
which data is also limited). With such multilin-
gual models, high-quality MT evaluation is now a
possibility, even for language pairs without labeled
data available (i.e. zero-shot scenarios). How-
ever, this multilingual property usually comes with
a trade-off. For example, for cross-lingual transfer
task, gains in performance (higher accuracy with
human labels) only occur by adding new language
pairs until a certain point, after which adding more
languages actually decreases the performance, un-
less the model capacity is also increased (a phe-
nomena called “the curse of multilinguality” (Con-
neau et al., 2020).

Besides the curse of multilinguality phenomena,
the NLP community has been motivated to build
larger and larger transformer models because, gen-
erally, the bigger the model the better it performs.
This was demonstrated in several tasks like the
ones in the GLUE benchmark (Goyal et al., 2021)
and in multilingual translation tasks (Fan et al.,
2020). Hence, models are achieving astonish-
ing sizes like BERT with 340M parameters (De-
vlin et al., 2019), XLM-RXXL with 10.7B param-
eters (Goyal et al., 2021), M2M-100 with 12B
parameters (Fan et al., 2020), and GPT-3 with
175B parameters (Brown et al., 2020). However,
this growth comes with computational, monetary
and environmental costs. For example, training a
model with 1.5B parameters costs from 80k dollars
up to 1.6M dollars1 when doing hyper-parameter
tuning and performing multiple runs per setting
(Sharir et al., 2020). Such scale makes running
similar experiments impractical to the majority of
research groups, and the high energy and high re-
sponse latency of such models are preventing them
from being deployed in production (e.g. (Sun et
al., 2020)).

To deal with the above problem, it is neces-
sary to apply techniques for making models more
compact, such as pruning, distillation, quantiza-
tion, among others. In a recent review (Gupta
and Agrawal, 2022) summarizes these techniques
for increasing inference efficiency, i.e., for mak-
ing the model faster, consuming fewer computa-
tional resources, using less memory, and less disk
space. DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) is a success-
ful example: using distillation with BERT as the
1Estimates from (Sharir et al., 2020) calculated using internal
AI21 Labs data; cloud solutions such as GCP or AWS can
differ.
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Figure 2: Runtime (in seconds) varying number of exam-
ples, with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 TI GPU and
a constant batch size of 16. The time is calculated with
the average of 10 runs using the default COMET model
wmt20-comet-da. For comparison we also plot the run-
time of BLEU in a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6850K
CPU @ 3.60GHz.

teacher and reducing the amount of layers from
the regular 12 to only 6, the model retains 97%
of BERT’s performance while reducing the size
by 40% and being 60% faster. The authors have
also shown that when used for a mobile appli-
cation (iPhone), the DistilBERT was 71% faster
than BERT. Another example, closer to our re-
search, is the metric obtained from using synthetic
data and performing distillation using a new vari-
ation of BLEURT as the teacher (Pu et al., 2021).
The resulting metric obtains up to 10.5% improve-
ment over vanilla fine-tuning and reaches 92.6%
of teacher’s performance using only a third of
its parameters. Nonetheless, the architecture of
BLEURT-based models requires that the reference
is always encoded together with MT hypothesis
which is extremely inefficient in use cases such as
MBR, where the metric has a O(N2) complexity
(with N being the number of hypotheses), and sys-
tem scoring where for a fixed source and reference
we can have several translations being compared.

3 Length Sorting and Caching

Before exploring approaches that reduce the num-
ber of model parameters, we experiment with tech-
niques to optimize the inference time computa-
tional load. One which is commonly used is to sort
the batches according to sentence length to reduce
tensor padding (Pu et al., 2021). Since COMET

receives three input texts (source, hypothesis and
reference), for simplicity, we do length sorting ac-
cording to the source length. Figure 2 shows the
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Figure 3: Runtime (in seconds) varying number of sys-
tems for the de-en WMT20 Newstest, with a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 TI GPU and a constant batch size
of 16. The time is calculated with the average of 5 runs using
the default COMET model wmt20-comet-da. For com-
parison we also plot the runtime of BLEU in a Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-6850K CPU @ 3.60GHz.

speed difference between an unsorted test set with
varying size and length-based sorting.

As previously pointed out, COMET metrics are
based on triplet encoders2 which means that the
source and reference encoding does not depend on
the provided MT hypothesis as opposed to other
recent metrics such as BLEURT (Sellam et al.,
2020) which have to repetitively encode the ref-
erence for every hypotheses. With that said, using
COMET we only need to encode each unique sen-
tence (source, hypothesis translation or reference
translation) once. This means that we can cache
previously encoded batches and reuse their repre-
sentations. In Figure 3, we show the speed gains,
in seconds, when scoring multiple systems over the
same test set. This reflects the typical MT develop-
ment use case in which we want to select the best
among several MT systems.

These two optimizations altogether are respon-
sible for reducing the inference time of COMET

from 34.7 seconds to 21.1 seconds while scoring
1 system (39.19% faster) and from 265.9 seconds
to 91.9 seconds when scoring 8 systems (65.44%
faster). For all experiments performed along the
rest of the paper we always use both optimization
on all COMET models being compared.

2A triplet encoder, is a model architecture where three sen-
tences are encoded independently and in parallel. Architec-
tures such as this have been extensively explored for sentence
retrieval applications due to its efficiency (e.g. Sentence-
BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019))



Figure 4: Normalized weights distribution for the COMET
default model (wmt20-comet-da). As we can observe lay-
ers between 15-19 are the most relevant ones with a normal-
ized weight between 0.75 and 1. The representations learnt by
layers 15-19 depend on previous layers but we can prune the
top layers (20-25) without impacting the layers that the model
deemed more relevant.

4 Model Pruning

Model pruning has been widely used in natural lan-
guage processing to remove non-informative con-
nections and thus reducing model size (Zhu and
Gupta, 2018). Since most COMET parameters
come from the XLM-R model, we attempt to re-
duce its size. We start with layer pruning by re-
moving the top layers of XLM-R. Then we experi-
ment with making its encoder blocks smaller either
by reducing the size of the feed-forward hidden
layers or by removing attention heads. The main
advantage of these approaches is their simplicity:
within minutes we are able to obtain a new model
with reduced size and memory footprint with min-
imal performance impact.

For all the experiments in this section, we
used the development set from the Metrics shared
task of WMT 2020. This set contains di-
rect assessment annotations (DA; (Graham et al.,
2013)) for English→German, English→Czech,
English→Polish and English→Russian. We use
these language pairs because they were anno-
tated by experts exploring document context and
in a bilingual setup (without access to a reference
translation)3. Nonetheless, in Section 6 we show
the resulting model performance on all language

3In the WMT 2020 findings paper (Mathur et al., 2020b),
most metrics showed suspiciously low correlations with hu-
man judgements based on crowd-sourcing platforms such as
Mechanical Turk. Thus, we decided to focus just on 4 lan-
guage pairs in which annotations are deemed as trustworthy.
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Figure 5: Impacts in performance of Layer Pruning for the
WMT 2020 development set. We can observe that removing
up to 5 layers does not affect model performance but provides
a 10% reduction in model size.

pairs from WMT 2021 for both DA and multi-
dimensional quality metric annotations (MQM;
(Lommel et al., 2014)).

4.1 Layer Pruning
In large pre-trained language models, different lay-
ers learn representations that capture different lev-
els of linguistic abstractions, which can impact a
downstream task in different ways (Peters et al.,
2018; Tenney et al., 2019). In order to let the
model learn the relevance of each layer during
training, (Peters et al., 2018) proposed a layer-
wise attention mechanism that pools information
from all layers. This method has been adopted in
COMET.

After analyzing the weights learnt by COMET

(wmt20-comet-da) for each layer of XLM-R
(Figure 4), we realized that the topmost layers (20-
25) are not the most relevant ones. This means
that we can prune those layers without having an
impact on the most relevant features.

Each removed layer decreases the number of
total parameters by 2.16%. Figure 5 shows the
impacts in performance after removing a varying
number of layers. As we can observe, performance
starts to decrease only after removing 5 layers.
Yet, removing 5 layers already produces a 10.8%
reduction in model parameters. Surprisingly, re-
moving the last layer (pruning 1 layer) slightly
improves the performance in terms of Kendall-
tau (Kendall, 1938).

4.2 Transformer Block Pruning
The Transformer architecture is composed of sev-
eral encoder blocks (layers) stacked on top of the
other. In the previous section, we reduce model
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(a) Feed-forward hidden size pruning.
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(b) Attention head pruning.

Figure 6: Impact of gradient based pruning techniques on model size (in blue) and performance on the WMT 2020 development
set (in green). Note that in Figure (a) we apply pruning just for the feed-forward hidden size. In Figure (b) pruning is applied
to several heads while freezing the hidden size to 3072 (3/4 of the original hidden size of XLM-R).

size by removing the topmost blocks (depth prun-
ing). In this section we reduce the size of each
block instead (width pruning).

Each transformer block is made of two com-
ponents: a self-attention (composed of several at-
tention heads) and a feed-forward neural network.
In XLM-R-large, each block is made of 16 self-
attention heads followed by a feed-forward of a
single hidden layer with 4092 parameters.

Using the TextPruner toolkit4, we can eas-
ily prune both the attention heads and the feed-
forward hidden sizes. Figure 6a shows the im-
pact of pruning the hidden sizes from 4096→{512,
1024, 2048, 3072} while Figure 6b shows the im-
pact of reducing the attention heads from 16→{4,
6, 8, 10, 12, 14}.

4.3 PRUNED-COMET

After experimenting with these three different
pruning techniques, we created a pruned version
of COMET in which we keep only 19 XLM-R lay-
ers, we reduced the feed-forward hidden size by
3/4 (3072 hidden size) and we removed 2 heads
(out of 16). According to our experiments above,
the resulting model’s performance drop should be
almost the same as the original model but the re-
sulting model is 21.1% smaller.

The resulting model is able to score 1000 sam-
ples in just 19.74 seconds, while the original model
takes around 31.32 seconds. It is important to
notice that most of the XLM-R parameters come
from its huge embedding layer. Since the em-
bedding size memory does not affect the infer-
ence time, the obtained 20% reduction in param-

4https://textpruner.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/

eters translates into speed improvements of around
36.97%.5

5 Distillation

Another commonly used way to compress neu-
ral networks is through knowledge distilation (Bu-
cilua et al., 2006; Hinton et al., 2015) in which, for
large amounts of unlabeled data, a smaller neural
network (the student) is trained to mimic a more
complex model (the teacher).

As the teacher network, we used an ensem-
ble of 5 COMET models trained with different
seeds (Glushkova et al., 2021). The student net-
work follows the same architecture as the origi-
nal model and the same hyper-parameters. How-
ever, instead of using XLM-R-large, it uses a dis-
tilled version with only 12 layers, 12 heads, em-
beddings of 384 features, and intermediate hidden
sizes of 1536. This model has only 117M param-
eters compared to the 560M parameters from the
large model.

Regarding the unlabeled data for distillation, we
extracted 25M sentence pairs from OPUS (Tiede-
mann, 2012) ranging a total of 15 language pairs.
To guarantee high quality parallel data we used Bi-
cleaner tool (Ramı́rez-Sánchez et al., 2020) with
a threshold of 0.8. Then, using pre-trained MT
models available in Hugging Face Transformers,
we created 2 different translations for each source:
one using a bilingual model (in theory a high
quality translation) and another using pivoting
(which can be thought as lower quality). Finally,
we scored all the data using our teacher ensem-

5Experiments performed in a NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 TI GPU and a constant batch size of 16. The resulting
time is the average of 5 runs.



Table 1: Kendall’s tau correlation on high resource language pairs using the MQM annotations for both News and TED talks
domain collected for the WMT 2021 Metrics Task.

zh-en en-de en-ru
Metric # Params News TED News TED News TED avg.
BLEU - 0.166 0.056 0.082 0.093 0.115 0.067 0.097
CHRF - 0.171 0.081 0.101 0.134 0.182 0.255 0.154
BERTSCORE 179M 0.230 0.131 0.154 0.184 0.185 0.275 0.193
PRISM 745M 0.265 0.139 0.182 0.264 0.219 0.292 0.229
BLEURT 579M 0.345 0.166 0.253 0.332 0.296 0.347 0.290
COMET 582M 0.336 0.159 0.227 0.290 0.284 0.329 0.271
PRUNE-COMET 460M 0.333 0.157 0.219 0.293 0.274 0.319 0.266
DISTIL-COMET 119M 0.321 0.161 0.202 0.274 0.263 0.326 0.258

Table 2: Kendall’s tau-like correlations on low resource language pairs using the DARR data from WMT 2021 Metrics task.

Metric # Params zu-xh xh-zu bn-hi hi-bn en-ja en-ha en-is avg.
BLEU - 0.381 0.1887 0.070 0.246 0.315 0.124 0.278 0.229
CHRF - 0.530 0.301 0.071 0.327 0.371 0.186 0.373 0.308
BERTSCORE 179M 0.488 0.267 0.074 0.365 0.413 0.161 0.354 0.303
BLEURT 579M 0.563 0.362 0.179 0.498 0.483 0.186 0.469 0.391
COMET 582M 0.550 0.285 0.156 0.526 0.521 0.234 0.474 0.392
PRUNE-COMET 460M 0.541 0.264 0.163 0.519 0.513 0.197 0.439 0.377
DISTIL-COMET 119M 0.488 0.254 0.135 0.498 0.471 0.145 0.419 0.344

ble. The resulting corpus contains 45M tuples
with (source, translation, reference,
score).

The resulting model which name DISTIL-
COMET, scores 1000 sentences in 14.72 seconds
resulting in a 53% speed improvement over the
original model3.

6 Correlation with Human Judgements

In this section, we show results for {PRUNE

and DISTIL}-COMET in terms of correlations
with MQM annotations from WMT 2021 Met-
rics task for two different domains: News and
TED talks. Since these annotations only cover
high-resource language pairs (English→German,
English→Russian, Chinese→English), we
also evaluate models on low resource lan-
guage pairs using DA Relative Ranks from
WMT 2021, namely we test these models for:
Hindi↔Bengali, Zulu↔Xhosa, English→Hausa,
English→Icelandic, English→Japanese. For
a detailed comparison, we also present results
for CHRF (Popović, 2015) and BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), two computationally
efficient lexical metrics, and other neural met-

rics such as PRISM6 (Thompson and Post,
2020), BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) and
BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2020).

From Table 1, we can observe that PRUNE-
COMET has minimal performance drops compared
with vanilla COMET with only 80% of its pa-
rameters. DISTIL-COMET performance is on av-
erage 0.013 Kendall’s bellow vanilla COMET for
high resources languages, which is impressive for
a model that only has 20% of COMET’s parame-
ters. For low-resource languages, we can observe
bigger performance differences between COMET,
PRUNE-COMET, and DISTIL-COMET which con-
firm results by (Pu et al., 2021) that shows that
smaller MT evaluation models are limited in their
ability to generalize to several language pairs.
Nonetheless, when comparing with other recently
proposed metrics such as PRISM and BERTSCORE,
{PRUNE and DISTIL}-COMET have higher corre-
lations with human judgements for both high and
low resource language pairs. The only exception
is BLEURT which shows stronger correlations than
COMET on high-resource language pairs and com-

6PRISM does not support the low-resource language pairs
used in our experiments, thus we only report PRISM corre-
lations with MQM data



petitive performance in low-resource ones.7

7 Use Case: Minimum Bayes Risk
Decoding

In minimum Bayes risk (MBR) decoding, a ma-
chine translation evaluation metric can be used as
the utility function for comparing the translation
hypotheses. This kind of approach, also known as
“consensus decoding”, derived from the idea that
the top ranked translation is the one with the high-
est average score when compared to all other hy-
potheses. This process requires that each hypothe-
sis translation be compared to every other hypothe-
ses in an hypotheses candidate list. Having faster
neural metrics could directly impact research and
computational performance of using MBR decod-
ing approaches with such metrics.
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Figure 7: Runtime for performing MBR with a differ-
ent number of samples using one NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 TI GPU.

Using COMET models with distillation or prun-
ing can have a considerable effect at the perfor-
mance of MBR decoding using such models as
the utility function. Figure 7 shows that DISTIL-
COMET is always substantially faster than the orig-
inal COMET model especially for larger candi-
date list sizes such as 200 candidates. Likewise,
PRUNE-COMET performs better than the original
model but its performance is also considerably
higher than DISTIL-COMET.

Regarding the two COMET variants there is a
clear trade-off that needs to be taken into consid-
eration, as evidenced by the results in Section 6:
while DISTIL-COMET is faster, PRUNE-COMET is

7For a more detailed comparison between COMET and
BLEURT metrics we refer the reader to the WMT 2021 Met-
rics shared task results paper (Freitag et al., 2021b) where
both metrics ended up statistically tied for most language
pairs and domains.

more accurate, leaving the choice of each model to
use up to the most important aspect for the appli-
cation. In the case of MBR decoding, this might
depend on the hardware available for performing
the computations.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented two simple optimiza-
tions that lead to significant performance gains
on neural metrics such as COMET and two ap-
proaches to reduce its number of parameters. To-
gether these techniques achieve impressive gains
in performance (both speed and memory) at a very
small cost in performance.

To showcase the effectiveness of our meth-
ods, we presented DISTIL-COMET and PRUNE-
COMET. These models were obtained using
COMET knowledge distillation and pruning re-
spectively. To test the proposed models, we used
the data from the WMT 2021 Metrics task which
covers low resource languages as well as high re-
source languages. Overall the results of PRUNE-
COMET are stable across the board with only a
small degradation compared to the original met-
ric. Knowledge distillation leads to much higher
compression rates but seems to confirm previous
findings (Pu et al., 2021) which suggest the lack of
model capacity when it comes to the multilingual
generalization for low resource languages.

A primary avenue for future work is to study
how decreasing the model size can further impact
on robustness of the metric, inspired by recent
studies which identified weaknesses of COMET

metrics when dealing with numbers and named en-
tities (Freitag et al., 2021b; Amrhein and Sennrich,
2022). Also, in this work we explored knowl-
edge distillation directly from the teacher output
but an interesting avenue for improving the qual-
ity of the student model is to explore alternative
distillation approaches that learn directly from in-
ternal representations of the teacher model such as
self-attention distillation (Wang et al., 2020).
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